
S No Regn. No. Name (S/Shri) DOB Category

1 654796 PRADEEP GUPTA 04-05-1987 GEN

2 657490 SAKE YERRISWAMY 06-04-1985 ST

3 658219 SANKARARAO PAILA 01-06-1990 OBC

4 663410 RINKU 13-08-1990 GEN

5 665425 NANDISH K H 16-02-1986 GEN

6 675752 KESHAV PIHAL 16-09-1985 SC

7 676081 Nitin Kumar Singh 04-11-1986 SC

8 676587 JAVED ALAM 05-05-1987 GEN

9 677362 RAVINDER KUMAR 01-11-1983 GEN

10 678966 PRAVEZ AHMAD 10-07-1985 OBC

11 679942 AKASH GARG 30-12-1984 GEN

Shortlist for Selection for the post of AM(S&T) against VC No. 20/19 in RITES Ltd.

 Under mentioned candidates have been  shortlisted  for  Interview  at the following address:

RITES Ltd, RITES Bhawan, Plot No. 144, Sector - 44, Gurgaon, Haryana - 122001

Date : 23.08.2019  Reporting Time is 9:30 AM 

Candidates are requested to bring the following documents (in original alongwith a set of attested copies), at the time of 

selection, failing which their candidature is liable to be rejected:

i) This Call letter

ii) Application Form

iii) High School certificate for proof of Date of Birth

iv) Certificates of Academic & Professional qualifications and statements of marks of all the qualifications for all semesters/years 

(Xth, XIIth, Diploma/ Graduation/ Post-Graduation as applicable)

v) SC/ST/OBC Certificate if applicable.(Only caste certificate for reservation for posts under Govt. of India is acceptable in RITES 

Ltd.)

vi) Proof of identity & Address (Passport, Voter ID, Driving Lisence, Aadhaar Card etc)

vii) PAN Card and Aadhaar Card 

viii) Proof of different periods of experience as claimed in your application (if applicable)

ix) Any other document in support of your candidature

x) PWD Certificate as per latest format (if applicable ) (format attached)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

It may please be noted that no request for change of time, date and venue of Selection will be entertained under any 

circumstances whatsoever. 

Note:

i) Shortlisting for the above selection is provisional and is based on the details of age, qualification, category, experience etc 

filled in the application. In case candidates fail to prove age, possession of the required qualification, category, experience etc, 

their candidature will be cancelled, at any stage of the selection. Mere appearing or qualifying in the selection does not confer 

any right on the applicant for claiming selection.

ii) Only those candidates who fulfill the eligibility criteria should appear in the selection. They must ensure that they fulfill the 

advertised criteria of age, qualification (only full time diploma permissible), Category (wherever applicable), etc and bring 

relevant documents/certificates in support thereof. If at any stage, it is found that candidate is not eligible for the post, 

his/her candidature will be summarily rejected.

iii) Call letters have been sent on the email id provided by candidates at the time of registration for the vacancy. Candidates 

are advised to check their email Inbox/ SPAM/ Junk folder for the same.


